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five competitive forces framework 215, 236, 238, 250–59, 251, 276
industries 248
strategic groups 215
strategy and operational effectiveness, distinction between 199
value chain 238, 276, 280–300, 418
cost drivers 445
value system 261
positioning
definition 393
effects 375
marketing plans 370–75, 373, 374
value 370–75, 373, 374
positive disconfirmation of expectations definitions 271, 393
marketing plan 359–60 and positioning 375
value system 264
Post-its 77, 219
potential entrants 250, 251, 253–5
practice and theories complementarities 5
differences between 2, 3, 4, 5, 13–16, 14
pre-emptive rights 455
preference shares 455–6
preliminary screening 498
pre-money valuation 480–4, 483, 487
presentations 498
worksheet 527–8
price decisions (marketing mix) 376–7
worksheet 394
pricerunner.com 161
primary activities, value chain analysis 276, 281,
282–4, 285–6, 305
primary data 379, 393
private limited companies (Ltd) 321
proactive market approach 87, 89–91
definitions 98, 526
entrepreneurial orientation 138, 139
worksheet 145
and learning, organizational 507
market research 385
process innovations 117, 144
process orientation 70–2, 73–4, 98
processes 3
business developer’s main processes 27, 28–9
business development defined 26
business models 157–8, 158, 159, 160
business plans 168
definition 20
marketing function 354–5
organizing for business development 34, 35, 35
after the decision to purchase an opportunity 39–40
business plan, crafting the 39
growth opportunities 36, 36–7
prior to decision to purchase an opportunity 35–6
SWOT framework 37, 37–8
standardized 297
strategic management 210, 210–27
Procter & Gamble 364
procurement 284
product and process orientation 70–2, 73–4, 98
product decisions (marketing mix) 376–7
worksheet 394
product innovations 116–17, 144
types 120
products and services, distinction between 116–17
profit-and-loss (P & L, income) statement 443, 446,
460, 461–3, 486
profit–volume (PV) graph 388–90, 389
profitability ratios 465, 466, 468
progress, reporting on 521–3
projected financial statements 445, 446
promotion decisions (marketing mix) 376–8
worksheet 396
property 309, 339
overview and classification 319
rights see property rights
property rights 308–9, 338
business forms 320–3
copyrights and design rights 327–30
environment 315
intellectual see intellectual property rights
key terms 338–40
legal considerations and terminology 319–20
managerial issues 332–8
patents 325–7, 328
potential dark sides 325
references and essential texts 340, 341–2
resources 340
Teece’s warning 314–15
trade marks 330–1
value appropriation 313
proprietary information agreements (PIAs) 336–7
public limited companies (plc) 321
qualitative market research methods 381, 382, 383,
384, 393
user-driven 381–4
quantitative market research methods 381, 382,
383, 384, 393
quick ratio 466, 468
radical innovations 119, 120, 121, 144
rare resources (VRIO framework) 275, 301, 305
Raustiala, K. 335
Rayport, J. F. 383
RC Cola 313
reactive business ventures 40–1
reactive market approach 86
readiness for implementation 516–17
real options 474, 479–82, 480, 481
redemption rights 456
Reebok 250
registered trade marks 331
related diversification 221
relational rents 311, 312, 313, 314, 339
relational resources 278
business models 157–8, 158, 159–60
business plans 168
strategy 205–6
reporting progress and lessons learnt 521–3
representativeness (overgeneralization), entrepreneurs 128
resource-based view of the firm 215, 276, 279–80
VRIO framework 276
resources 275, 277–80
accumulation and dynamics 279–80, 313
categories 276, 277–8
definition 305
stickiness 204
SWOT analysis 215, 216
value appropriation 310–11, 313
see also specific categories of resources
responsive market approach 86–8, 89–90
definitions 98, 526
and learning, organizational 507–8
market research 385
retained earnings 463, 465
return on assets (ROA) 466, 467, 468
return on equity (ROE) 464, 468
return on sales (ROS) 466, 468
revenue drivers 352, 393
reverse logistics 262, 266
rewards see incentive schemes and rewards
Ricardian rents 311, 312, 313, 340
Ricardo, David 311
Ricart, J. E. 163
Ries, A. 371
risk, attitudes to
entrepreneurial orientation 138, 139
worksheet 145
entrepreneurs 126
market orientation 92
risk premium 475, 487
Ritter, Johann W. 524
Roberts, E. B. 111, 115
Rockefeller, John D. 133
Rosenbloom, R. S. 262
Rosenbloom, R. S. 163
royalties 451
Rukstad, M. G. 210
rule-following decision-making 501–502
SAFTA (South Asia Free Trade Agreement) 241
Sahman, W. A. 165, 183, 187
sales, value chain analysis 283, 284
sales forecasts 352, 393
marketing plan 351–2
researching 383–7
sales function 24, 54, 60
and business development, distinction between 51, 51, 53–5
sales growth 448
sales orientation 69, 75, 98
Sarasvathy, S. D. 165, 177, 185, 352, 362
Sartorius Group 87
satisfaction
customer 361
job 422–4
scale economies
corporate-level strategy 220, 221, 222
five competitive forces framework 250, 256
Schindelhute, M. 141
Schumpeter, Joseph A. 109, 123–4, 125, 161, 335
Schyga, Mr 87
scientific advisory boards 288, 291
organizing and assessing 414–17
scientists as executives 89
screening, preliminary 498
secondary data 379–80, 393
secrecy 332, 333, 334, 336
segment marketing 364
segmentation 362, 393
business markets 367, 367–8
consumer markets 364, 365
example 365–7
by financiers 453
levels of 364–5
segments 346, 361, 363, 364–9, 366
definition 393
selection bias 521–522
selling (sales) function 24, 60
and business development, distinction between 51, 51, 53–5
senior management
entrepreneurial orientation 139
failure of business plans, reasons for 182
market orientation 91, 92, 97
organizing and assessing 414, 415
relieving work on the fringes 32
service, value chain analysis 283–4
service innovations 117, 120
service outputs 264–6, 270
services and products, distinction between 117
Shane, S. 55, 126, 130, 140
shares
capital 464
dilution of 455, 473, 482–4, 483, 486
sale of 451
sharia (Islamic) law 317, 318, 339
Shepherd, C. D. 449
Shepherd, D. A. 451, 522
SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) 255, 272
Simon, Herbert A. 11, 128, 169
simple organizational structure 290
Simpson, D. G. 201
Singh, H. 157
Sirmon, D. G. 55
situation analysis 351, 352
skills, organizing and assessing your 414–420
boards of directors and advisory boards 415–17
daily management 417, 418
employees 417–20
and SWOT analysis 420
Skoda 374
Skype 255
slogans, trade-marked 331
SMART goals and objectives 213, 354
Smith, Adam 51, 208, 218
Smith, D. 111
Smith, Eric 134
socio-cultural factors, PESTEL framework 239, 240, 243–4, 271
sole proprietorship 320–1, 340
Sonnenfeld, J. A. 289
Sony 89
specialists 491
aggregation, level of 7
common general knowledge 6, 7
definitions 6, 20, 60, 526
errors 499, 502
and generalists, tension between 3
and integrating generalists, distinguishing between 7–9, 8, 29
as laypeople 407
limitations of 8, 9
misunderstandings 12
need for 4, 6
in the organization 7
research findings 17
specialization, organization structures 289–95, 291, 292, 294
specialized knowledge 7, 8
modern mind analogy 6
specialized resources 203, 207
Springman, C. 335
stability ratios 465, 467, 468
staff functions 43, 60
business development function 42–4
division of tasks 43, 44
functional organizational structure 290–1
organization charts 42, 43
staged finance 479–82
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 255, 272
standardization 296–297
Starbucks 397
Stark, M. 170
start-ups see new firms and business ventures
Stinchcombe, A. L. 171, 172
STP process 361–77, 363
strategic alliances 228, 322, 322–3, 340
corporate-level strategy 218–19, 221–2
value appropriation 314
strategic choice 210, 218–25, 228
strategic management 18, 24, 195–6, 227
and business development, distinction between 51, 51, 52–3, 210
definitions 59, 228
and growth opportunities 36–7
history 32
key terms 228–9
poor 182
references and essential texts 229, 231–3
tasks and processes 210, 210–27
worksheets 230
strategic objectives 211, 212–13, 214
balanced scorecard 517, 518
and strategic choice 218
strategic planning horizon 201
strategic product–market growth matrix 36, 36–7
strategy 18, 196–7, 227
business-level 223–5
and business models 155, 162–4
CEOs of successful firms, comments on strategy 197
and commitments 202–7
and competitive advantage 197–202
corporate-level 218–23
definitions 189, 228
development 210, 211–18, 228
formulation 511
framework 207
as heightened predictability of action 199
history, importance of 206–7
implementation 210, 225–8, 508
see also business plans: implementation
incentives and rewards 297–8
key terms 228
management control systems 298
nature of 198–200
origins 198–9
Porter’s generic strategies 224, 224
process, business developer’s initial role 509–10
references and essential texts 231–3
terminology 200–2
value chain analysis 280
value creation and value appropriation 208–10
worksheets 230
stress 510
Strom, R. J. 109
Strömberg, P. 455
structure
market orientation 91, 93–4
organizing for business development 34, 40, 41, 43, 46
business development (staff) function 42–4, 43
crowded out business development 45–6, 46
drivers of implementation 42
level of implementation 40–2, 41
start-up vs established firms 44–5
Stuart, H. W. 261
success traps 434, 435, 508–9, 522, 526
Sull, D. N. 509
Sun Microsystems 134
Sun Tzu 198, 201, 275
sunk costs
fallacy 11, 217
five competitive forces framework 250, 251
lock-in 204
supervision 296–7
suppliers
bargaining power 250, 251, 256–8
warning signs 522
support activities, value chain analysis 276, 281, 282, 284–6, 305
sustained competitive advantage 197, 229
strategic management 210
VRIQ framework 300–4
Sutherland, Ranald 29, 32, 39, 53
switching costs 252, 253, 254, 256, 258
SWOT analysis 14, 18, 37, 37, 210, 211, 214–17, 216
business environment 214, 236, 236
employees, assessment of 419
external analysis 236, 236
internal analysis 275–6, 276
limitations 33
market choice matrix 369
marketing plan 349
omissions 278
resource-based view of the firm 280
resources and organization design 215
skills, assessment of 418
and VRIQ framework 302, 306
tactical planning horizon 201
tactics 200–1
takeovers see mergers and acquisitions
Taleb, Nassim N. 114, 115, 128, 132, 495
talent 505
tangible property 319, 319, 340
target markets 346–8, 361, 363, 364–5, 369, 393
tariffs 240
tasks 3
business developer’s main tasks 27, 27–8
business development defined 26
business models 16, 18, 158, 159, 160
business plans 168
definition 20
marketing function 354–5
organizing for business development 34–40, 36, 37
standardized 297
strategic management 210–27
taxation 241
technical uncertainties 457, 480
technological factors, PESTEL framework 240, 244–5, 271
technology development, value chain analysis 284–5
technology orientation 69, 72–3, 98
Teece, D. J. 313, 314–15, 322, 332, 333
ten-year rule 505
Texas Instruments (TI) 301
toolbox, business developer’s 18, 193
business environment 234–72
resources and organization design 274–306
strategy and strategic management 195–230
value appropriation and property rights 308–40
toolkits 383, 384
Tosi, H. L. 425, 426
Toyota 283
trade marks 330–1
definition 340
inimitable resources 302
intangible property 319
rationale for 324
Trade Marks Act (1994) 330, 331
trade restrictions 241
trade secrets 315, 333, 334
training
for business development 15–16
and practice, gap between 4, 5, 15
transaction-based business models 156–7
transaction costs 219
Trout, Jack 371, 377
Trump, Donald 136
trust, reliance on 222
Tucci, C. L. 156
Tversky, A. 11
Twenge, J. M. 244
Type I errors 12, 172
Type II errors 172
U-form 290–2, 291
U-Haul 389–90, 454
UNASUR 241
uncertainties, types of 457–8
uncertainty reduction, business plans 153, 165, 166, 168–71, 457–8
audiences 173, 175
data 176–8
and length of plans 180
under-positioning 375
Unilever 96, 97, 364
unique selling proposition (USP) 369, 372, 375, 393
promotion decisions 376
unitary (U) form 290–2, 291
United States of America
copyright 327
patents 332
unregistered trade marks 331
unrelated diversification 221
upstream activities 238
urgency, sense of (for organizational change) 514–15
US Patent and Trade Mark Office 326
user-driven market research 383
user innovation methods 383, 385
Usunier, J.-C. 243
valuable resources (VRIO framework) 275, 300–1, 306
valuating an investment project see opportunity valuation and investment strategy
value appropriation 38, 196, 310–15, 337–8
assessing 209–10
business environment 235–6
business forms 320–3
business plans 170
definitions 229, 275, 306, 340
finance plans 447
intellectual property rights 324
internal analysis 275–276
from invention to 313–14
key terms 338–40
legal considerations and terminology 316–20
managerial issues on property rights 332–7
references and essential texts 340, 341–2
rents, sources of 310–13
resources 340
and strategy 208, 210
and value creation 309
in the value system 209, 313–14, 314
value chain/value chain analysis 271, 275, 276, 280–6
board and corporate governance 287–9
business environment 236
control mechanisms 295–300
cost drivers 445
definitions 271, 306
linkages within and among value chains 285–6
organization design 413
organization structures 289–95, 291, 292, 294
positive disconfirmation of expectations 359
primary activities 282–4
support activities 284–5
and the value system 282
value creation 38
assessing 209–10
business environment 234–8, 270
definitions 236, 238
key terms 270–1
macro environment 238–48
market and industry 248–60
references and essential texts 272–3
value system 261–9
business models 153, 157–8, 158, 159, 160–2
business plans 168
competitive advantage 197
corporate-level strategy 219
definitions 229, 271, 306, 340
market orientation 77, 78, 79, 85, 91
marketing plan 346, 348
not-for-profit organizations 310
open innovation 122, 123
product and process orientation 70
resources and organization design 275, 302
internal analysis 275–6
key terms 304–6
Porter’s value chain analysis 280–286
references and essential texts 306–7
resources and capabilities 277–80
VRIO framework 300–4
value grid 262
value positioning 370–75, 373
value system
business environment 235–72
gap analysis 268–9
structure and design of the superior value system 264–8
company position in the 411–12
corporate-level strategy 218, 221
cost-leader strategy 224

customers and consumers 357
definitions 229, 271, 306
differentiation strategy 224
diversification 220
efficiency within the 201–202
organization design 413
value appropriation in the 209, 313–15, 314
and the value chain 282
value creation and value appropriation in the
vertical integration 219–220
variable costs 445, 487
variety of products and services (service output) 265
Venkataraman, S. 55
venture capital/venture capitalists (VCs) 450, 451
business plans 173, 174–5
assessment 187
effectuation processes 177
as driver of implementation of business
development functions 42
partnerships 320
required level of business development 45
required return on investments 57, 114
verifiability of information 84
vertical integration 219–220, 229, 238, 258
vision 211, 212, 214
leadership 202
statements 212
and strategic choice 218
Volkswagen 373
von Clausewitz, Carl 198, 201
von Hippel, E. 336, 381–4
voting rights 456
VRIO framework 215, 216, 275, 276, 300–4
definition 306
resource-based view of the firm 276, 278
worksheet 302–4
VW 373, 374
WAF factor (woman approval factor) 359
‘wait and see’ investment strategy 480–82
waiting times 265
Wal-Mart 3, 164
Walsh, J. P. 332, 334
Walton, Sam 164
wants 346, 357, 393
warning signs 522–3
Wasserman, N. 125, 128, 182, 435
water/diamond paradox 208
Waterman Jnr, R. H. 406, 430, 514
wealth redistribution 310
Wegener, M. 316
Weick, K. E. 164, 212
Weinstein, D. 375
Williamson, Oliver E. 11, 126, 156, 161, 171, 203, 222, 425
willingness to pay 209, 210, 311, 314, 357
Windows 128, 140, 258, 312, 397, 528
windows of opportunity 37, 128, 140
Winter, S. G. 510
World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO) 325, 326
WorldCom 425
Xerox 347
Yahoo 94
Zahra, S. A. 136
Zimbabwean hyperinflation 242, 242
Zott, C. 154, 156, 160, 161, 163, 164